
History 

The world of Avalon was once a precious and beautiful world rich in its beauty and in its culture. The 

world was created on the Plane of the Gods by the Goddess Lux and her twin brother, Nox. Through 

their control over time, they came together and formed the very beginning roots of Avalon by 

forming a floating pale pink bubble that they cared and nurtured for. Inside the bubble, they grew a 

world meant for love, peace and beauty. 

Lux took fifteen strands of her golden blonde hair and casted them inside the bubble; each strand 

dissolving into golden matter that surrounded the world. She said ‘For fifteen hours a day will the 

light shine on Avalon’. Nox then took fifteen strands of his dark blue hair once his sister was done 

and also placed them within the bubble surrounded Avalon. As the blue and purple matter 

surrounded the world, he also spoke. ‘For fifteen hours of a day will the dark night shadow Avalon’. 

This was to be known as the first day of creation, where the Sun and the Moon came into existence 

in Avalon. 

Lux and Nox shared their creation with fellow Gods and Goddesses in order to help flourish and 

nurture the world further on the second day. The Goddess Melora came forth to help – she gathered 

water from her gardens and leaves and berries from the trees and from these things, created the 

oceans of Avalon and then paved the oceans to create the continents of Avalon, followed by its 

forests, nature and wilderness. Trees upon trees scattered the lands of lush areas whilst mountains 

crowned other parts of the land. The God Caelus the stepped in and gave the new land that seas that 

Melora had created a climate – giving the world of Avalon its seasons of Spring, Summer, Autumn 

and Winter whilst giving some of the land snow, and some of the land warm weather. He did this by 

taking a flower, a grain of sand, an acorn and a snowflake, casting them one at a time into the 

bubble to give the world its weather and seasons. After that, it marked the end of the second day of 

the creation of Avalon. 

On the third day, Lux and Nox began to seek out life to thrive in Avalon. The God Taeyrin, creator of 

life, came forth and formed small tiny bubbles of every race imaginable across the mortal Universe. 

Humans, Elves, Dwarves, Gnomes, Halflings and everything other and in-between were formed into 

many tiny bubbles that joined in with Avalon’s own person bubble, and seeds of life were sewn into 

the lands of Avalon, marking the third day of creation the day where civilized life began to take place 

on Avalon. With the beginning of life marked the beginning of lore and many kinds of magic and 

mystery that would thrive and develop in the wondrous world of Avalon. 

However, things did not stay this peaceful for Avalon. Come the fourth day, Lux and Nox found that 

their precious creation had disappeared. The news that a new world was being created had spread 

amongst the plethora of Gods and Goddesses quickly and now their world had vanished. What was 

unknown to them, was the Dark God Vapidus had stolen the world and had begun to plague it with 

monstrous creatures and vile vermin that would slowly corrupt the land of Avalon. By pouring his 

evil and hate into the world of Avalon, he brought chaos and malicious forces to what Lux and Nox 

had created to be a good and beautiful world free of evil. Their vision was destroyed on the fourth 

day of having a peaceful and bright new world. By the time they discovered their world of Avalon in 



the grasps of Vapidus, it was too late, the damage had been done to the world which broke both Lux 

and Nox’s hearts. 

Knowing that their world of Avalon wouldn’t be the precious Eden that Lux and Nox had hoped for, 

with everything set in place, they could only watch as the days went by and the world started to 

grow in both good and bad ways until it came time to say goodbye to the world they had big, bright 

plans for and remove its protective bubble to place it out into the Universe and into a solar system 

amongst other worlds and planets. And from that moment on, those involved in its creation could 

only watch it from afar. 

  


